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2016

• Sean set up his online presence in April 2016

• Sean took part in a Liverpool ‘Star Trek’ themed exhibition by donating an original illustration to raise money for the British Heart foundation in August 2016

• Sean received his first commission from Tracey Lawrence and SRL Publishing in October 2016  to illustrate a book called ‘Where Is My Voice?’ Which released in February 2017

• Sean took part in the 2016 Stars On Canvas in October 2016 London exhibition by donating an original lion themed canvas piece to raise money for the Willow Foundation


2017

• Sean released his first merchandise called ‘Crazy Creatures’ in March 2017. A range of mirrors, badges, magnets and pads featuring 4 animal illustrations

• In June 2017 Sean curated an original art auction called ‘Draw For Animals’ during which he involved over 80 Artists from around the world to help raise £615.06 for Chester Zoo

• In July 2017 Sean’s merchandise was made available to purchase from a photography studio in his local area, this was the first place that stocked Sean’s merchandise

• Sean sold his original work for the first time at a market along the Albert Dock in Liverpool in July 2017

• Sean was interviewed by Liverpool’s ‘ZinePool’ magazine in July 2017

• Sean worked with the School Development Support Agency on a logo for their company in July 2017

• Sean created a set of 31 fish illustrations during the month of October as part of the online ‘Inktober’ challenge

• Three books featuring Sean’s illustrations were released during 2017; Where Is My Voice, Jack & Jen, Vals Van

• During 2017 Sean took original ‘Cartoon Portrait’ commissions 


2018

• Sean worked with Liverpool business ‘The Healthy Gut Company’ on characters that featured on their kombucha bottles in February 2018

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at a market on Hope Street, Liverpool in February 2018

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at the ‘Pop Up At The Palm House’ event, Liverpool, in April 2018

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at a market at the Albert Dock, Liverpool, in June 2018

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked in Purple Carrot Vegan store, Liverpool, in September 2018

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked in The Liverpool Cheese Shop in September 2018

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at the ‘Pop Up At The Palm House’ Winter event, Liverpool, November 2018

• An original panda canvas donated by Sean was featured as part of the 2018’s ‘Stars On Canvas’ exhibition in London raising money for Willow Foundation

• Sean’s ‘Beagles’ original illustration featured in 2018’s ‘TILED’ exhibition, London, November 

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked by ‘The Bakery’, Liverpool, in December 2018

• 4 books released featuring Sean’s work in 2018; The Black Dog, The Wall, A Time To Be Noisy, Rarrr

• Paul McCartney likes Sean’s illustration of him on Twitter in December 2018


2019

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked in Brontosaurus Vegan Store, Swansea, February 2019

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at a market at the Albert Dock, Liverpool, February 2019

• Sean had a resident stall at Ten Streets Market between February and May 2019 selling his original work and merchandise

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at a market at the Palm House, Liverpool, for Global Scouse Day in February 2019

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked in Booker Gifts And Flowers, Liverpool, in March 2019

• Sean’s first mural, The Liverpool Dragon, was painted on Carlton St, Liverpool in April 2019

• The Liverpool Dragon was featured by the Liverpool Echo, Liverpool TV, Explore Liverpool, Independent Liverpool and BBC Radio Merseyside

• Sean Lennon connected with Sean over Twitter in April 2019 and now owns original works by Sean

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at a market at the Palm House, Liverpool, in May 2019

• Sean was commissioned by a charity fundraiser ‘Team Beaver’ in Liverpool who wore T-Shirts featuring Sean’s illustration to climb Mount Kilimanjaro in May 2019

• Sean created an illustration for Brian Ray, Paul MCartney’s guitarist, which he shared on social media for McCartney’s birthday in May 2019

• Sean was the winner of the ‘CulturePool’ logo design competition in May 2019

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked by Penny Lane Development Trust in June 2019

• Sean’s merchandise was stocked by Penny Lane Barbers in June 2019

• In June 2019 an original illustration of Jon Bon Jovi and Jurgen Klopp by Sean was left in Jon Bon Jovi’s dressing room ahead of the band playing at Anfield

• Sean painted a mural on the shutters of Booker Gifts And Flowers in June 2019 featuring a giant ladybird

• Sean painted a mural on Edge Lane for Laurel Service Centre in June 2019 featuring 4 ‘beetles’

• Sean received press coverage for the ‘Beetles’ mural from the Liverpool Echo, The Guide Liverpool and Explore Liverpool

• Sean painted a mural of a pair of Butterfly wings at Liverpool College in July 2019

• Sean painted a mural for Hair Of The Dog, L16, in July 2019 featuring 3 giant dogs in a bathtub

• Sean began representing Instagram as an Arts Ambassador from July 2019 to July 2020. During this time he was awarded the ‘Ambassador Of The Month’ title

• Sean painted a mural for Crown Travel Agency on Booker Avenue, Liverpool in July 2019, featuring The Statue of Liberty and famous places

• Sean held out his illustration in front of Paul McCartney to which he pointed and said ‘wow’, in July 2019

• Sean painted a beach themed mural in the offices of South Liverpool Homes in August 2019

• Sean sold his merchandise at a market on Penny Lane, Liverpool in August 2019

• Sean sold his merchandise at a market at the Baltic Market, Liverpool in August 2019

• Sean announced he was opening a studio at MerseyMade in September 2019

• Sean reached the final 3 nominees for ‘Community Personality’ at the 2019 Liverpool Echo Awards ceremony

• Sean visited a Liverpool school and spoke to them about himself and his work in October 2019

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at CassArt, Liverpool in November 2019

• Sean sold his merchandise and original work at a market at the Palm House, Liverpool in November 2019

• Sean visited King Davids High School in Liverpool to give a mural workshop in December 2019

• Sean was commissioned to custom paint a guitar in December 2019

• 14 books featuring illustrations by Sean were released in 2019; Frank The Trout Is Found, The Yak, A, P, S, When The Jay Came To Stay With Ray, Abigail The Snail, Rex’s Box, 

Will’s Dog Ted, The Magpies, Around The World With Santa, George And The Happy Tooth, Follow The Leader


2020

• Sean raised £1,055 for the Port Macquarie Koala hospital by selling 211 prints of a koala illustration for £5. This was featured in the Liverpool Echo

• Sean sold out two illustration workshops in his studio at MerseyMade in February 2020

• Sean painted characters on the interior walls of the Allerton Road Pet Shop in March 2020

• In March 2020 Sean was invited to a private soundcheck by Bon Jovi’s Phil X and presented him with a signed print. Phil X also signed a copy of the print for Sean

• Sean had to close the doors of his studio at MerseyMade due to the COVID-19 pandemic

• Sean began work on a chalk mural on the side of the Allerton Road Pet Shop in March 2020 but it was never completed due to eggs being thrown at it

• Sean was interviewed by Radio City 96.7 about Artists coping during lockdown and was named one of the radio stations ‘Lockdown Legends after releasing free colouring sheets

• In April 2020 Sean announced what would have been his first solo show, ‘4 Years Of Colour’, which never happened due to the COVID-19 pandemic

• Sean raised money for MIND charity alongside Paul McCartney’s guitarist Brian Ray by releasing a limited edition print in April 2020

• Sean painted a ‘practice mural’ on the wall of his home in May 2020 as it was the only way to practice for upcoming street art pieces during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Sean painted a rock in the form of a black cat in May 2020 which he placed in different spots around his local areas for people to find on their walks during the pandemic

• Sean painted a mini street art piece, ‘Duck With Balloon’, in May 2020 on the side of the Bakery, Liverpool in May 2020

• Sean painted a mural on the shutters of Cousins Barbers, Booker Avenue titled ‘Thank you NHS’ in May 2020 as a thank you to NHS staff across Liverpool and the UK 

• Sean’s ‘Thank you NHS’ mural was featured by the Liverpool Echo three times, Liverpool TV and Explore Liverpool in May 2020

• Sean painted a mural on the shutters of Avant Garde, Aigburth Road in May 2020 titled ‘Thank you Beary Much Keyworkers’, this piece features 4 bears dressed as COVID key 

workers and acted as a thank you to those working tirelessly during the pandemic

• Sean painted a mural on the shutters of ‘Ichi Noodle’, Liverpool City Centre in May 2020 called ‘Sgt Peppers Key Workers Band’. This piece was laid out like the Sgt Peppers 

album cover and featured 4 key worker characters. This piece was another thank you to those working during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Sean offered a limited run of customised space themed prints to celebrate the Space X/Nasa mission in May 2020

• Sean auctioned an original lion illustration to raise money for Chester Zoo during June 2020

• Sean worked with Paul McCartney’s guitarist Brian Ray to create an illustration which he shared for McCartney’s birthday in June 2020

• Sean reopened his studio at MerseyMade after the first COVID-19 lockdown in June 2020

• Sean worked alongside Liverpool City Council as a representative to spread the message about being careful out of lockdown in July 2020

• Sean’s Penguin, Elton John and John Lennon prints were exhibited in CassArt Liverpool in October 2020 as part of a collaborative show with MerseyMade Artists

• Sean’s studio closed for 4 weeks in November 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic

• Sean created a range of COVID-19 themed Christmas cards which sold out immediately in October 2020

• During November 2020 Sean hit a creative block which led him to creating a range of abstract illustration pieces

• 14 books featuring illustrations by Sean were released in 2020; Sporty Sally Learns Netball, Aidan Goes To School, Mighty Mary, Alan Anxiety Plays For Derby County, Alan 

Anxiety Learns Reflexology, Alan Anxiety Plays For The Leicester Tigers, Alan Anxiety Plays For The Leicester Riders, Alan Anxiety Plays For Sheffield Wednesday, Sophie Shares 
Her Secret, Alan Anxiety Plays For Leicester City Hockey Club, Isla The Unicorn, The Day Poppa Turned Into A Star, When You Came Into Our Lives, Doughnuts Adventures


2021

• 5 original heart illustrations sold out on exhibition at CassArt Liverpool in January 2021 raising £220 for The Samaritans




• Sean placed 5 ‘positive signs’ around Liverpool during the 2021 lockdown. Press coverage from the Liverpool Echo, Explore Liverpool and BBC Radio Merseyside

• Sean and his work were featured on BBC North West Tonight in January 2021

• Sean released and sold out an original collection of 6 pieces called the ‘LY COLLECTION’ in February 2021 

• Sean released and sold out an original collection of 6 pieces called ‘PRICELESS THINGS’ in February 2021

• Sean created a pair of original pieces featuring meatballs as part of a give-away collaboration with UFC Fighter Meatball Molly

• Sean released a collection of 12 original pieces on canvas called ‘PLANETARIUM’ in March 2021

• Sean reopened his studio at MerseyMade in April 2021 following the 2021 lockdown 

• Blob was created in April 2021 on the first day Sean was back in his studio (12th April) following lockdown

• Sean created a mural on Jamaica Street in April 2021 titled ‘TOGETHER’ which symbolised everyone coming together after the pandemic

• ‘TOGETHER’ received press coverage from the Liverpool Echo and Explore Liverpool

• Sean collaborated with ‘The Docks Coffee’ on his own coffee blend called ‘UNITY’ in May 2021

• Sean worked with UFC Fighter Meatball Molly on a picture book about her coming out story in May 2021

• Sean worked with Former Miss GB Gemma Garrett on a picture book about being eco-conscious in May 2021

• Sean began painting Blobs on his ‘sketchbook wall’ in May 2021, a metal wall opposite his studio at MerseyMade

• Sean painted a shutter large mural on The Bakery in Aigburth, Liverpool, in May 2021

• Sean’s ‘FUNKY BAKERY’ mural received press coverage from the Liverpool Echo, Explore Liverpool, BBC Radio Merseyside, The Guide Liverpool and Liverpool TV

• Sean painted murals at Danemill Primary School in Leicester in June 2021

• Sean painted a mural on the house of author Tracey Lawrence in Leicester in June 2021

• Sean collaborated with ‘Eddie Fortune Candles’ on his own Blob candle in June 2021

• Sean left an original heart illustration in Liverpool City Centre in June 2021 which was found by a lady who’s dad had just been hospitalised after a heart attack

• Sean created a Blob mural on the wall of Love Brownies Cafe in West Kirby in June 2021

• Sean drew two Blobs on the walls of Abbey Road during his first trip to London in June 2021

• Sean painted a Bean character on a log in Calderstones Park, Liverpool in July 2021

• Sean painted two Bean characters with football flags on his sketchbook wall in July 2021 to celebrate the England football final

• Sean released a collection of 17 original pieces in July 2021 called ‘PRICELESS THINGS’

• Sean worked with Rockets Round Leicester on a hand painted rocket that was on display at Highcross Upper Mall, Leicester in July 2021

• Sean painted 3 mini street art pieces on Regent’s Canal, Camden, during a London visit in July 2021

• Sean was sent photos from St Philips Westbrook School in July 2021 who’d created Blob plush toys as part of their art lessons

• Sean painted a mural next to Chinatown, Liverpool in August 2021 called ‘BLOBS IN LOVE’

• Sean painted a mural in the Botanical Gardens in August 2021 called ‘MOTHER OF BLOBS’

• 8 books featuring illustrations by Sean were released in 2021; Rudy The Rainworm, The Magical Rainbow Babies, The Magical Rainbow Babies 2, New Beginnings, Biccy The 

Monster, The Adventures Of Peggy Sue, Be True To You, Jazzy Nanny And The Saxophone Man

• Sean painted a mural on the grounds of the world famous Strawberry Field in August 2021

• Sean painted an RV campervan, August 2021

• Sean painted 4 new pieces of ‘Blob’ street art in London in September 2021

• Sean began tutoring for LMA College, Liverpool branch, in September 2021

• Sean was booked as a special guest at ‘Meanwhile Festival’ in Coventry, September 2021. Here he was commissioned to paint 2 new pieces to a live audience.

• Sean painted a green Blob street art piece in Newcastle in September 2021

• Sean announced his debut solo show on the 15th September 2021

• Sean filmed his street art documentary ‘Art In Liverpool’ with Rob Sarginson on the 25th and 26th of September 2021

• Sean left his studio in MerseyMade on the 28th September 2021 and moved into his temporary studio on Kempston Street

• Sean took a day trip to London and put up 5 free originals there and 5 in Liverpool on the 6th October 2021

• Sean temporarily donated 2 large canvas pieces to King David High School on the 12th October 2021

• Sean was commissioned by a hotel in Anfield to create 3 original canvas pieces in October 2021

• Sean hosted SEROTONIN, his debut solo show on October 17th 2021 at ‘Make Liverpool’. Nearly 400 guests, over 150 artworks and a film premier. 

• Sean’s debut solo show sold out 50% of the pieces and was sponsored by CassART, Spectrum Independent, Laurel Service Centre, Booker Flowers & Gifts, Strawberry Field

• 10% of sales at Sean’s debut solo show bought art hampers for 2 Liverpool schools, Liverpool College and King David 

• Pippos Bakery brought Sean a ‘Blob’ cake at his solo show in October 2021

• Sean was put on the VIP list for Newton Faulkner gig on the 22nd October. He gifted Newton an original Blob piece which he showed the crowd and left on stage during the gig

• Sean was a guest at St Philips Westbrook School where he worked with 3 classes and painted 3 original canvases for the school to keep

• Sean met Robbie Williams in November 2021

• Sean released his podcast ‘The Sean Webster Podcast’ on the 25th November 2021

• Sean released his merchandise range with Strawberry Field on the 2nd December 2021 - hoodies, prints and cards

• Sean moved out of his temporary studio on Kempton St, Liverpool the week of the 6th December 2021

• Sean was announced as a finalist for the ‘Merseyside Artist Of The Year’ award by Liverpool City Region

• Sean was featured in an article mentioning 30 people under 30 changing the face of Liverpool in the Liverpool Echo 

• Sean was announced as a finalist for the Liverpool City Region’s ‘Merseyside Artist Of The Year’ award - he attended the awards event in February 2022 but didn’t win

• Sean sold his work for the last time in 2021 at CassArt, Liverpool

• From October until December Sean self taught himself how NFTs worked ahead of launching his own project, ‘The Pals’


2022

• Behind the scenes Sean began working on ‘The Pals’ NFT project in January 2022

• Sean moved London on the 27th February 2022 to work on ‘The Pals’

• Sean became an Ambassador of CassArt, the UK’s leading art supplies retailer 

• Sean attended Meatball Molly’s private documentary screening up the BT Tower, London, in March 2022

• Sean hosted a networking evening at Cass Art Liverpool in May 2022

• Sean attended 5 NFT networking events across Liverpool and London during May, June and July 2022

• Sean painted a mural in Hackney Wick with Artist FacesOrFaces in May 2022

• Sean and UFC star Meatball Molly worked together to create a football kit design that Molly donated to Mossley Hill FC in Liverpool in May 2022

• Sean filmed a mini doc and did a photoshoot around London with Dylan Cubbin in May 2022

• Sean was a speaker at the NFT Liverpool event in May 2022

• Sean held his first exhibition of 2022 ‘Black And White’ for a month in Cass Art Liverpool (and painted the shop window) during June 2022

• Sean hand painted a piano full of his characters, on display in Liverpool City Centre from July to September 2022



